
INSTALLATION

Contents of Ruffix-Installation-case:

 6 pcs molds (e.g. 12 halves)
 Package for installation goods (clamp band 5 m and clamp presses 8 pcs)
 cutting knife
 this installation instruction

Keep the uninstalled molds with it´s installation clamps in case. 
All required equipment is in one easily-handled and carried installation case which is easily removable from work site to 
an other.

About installation:

Molds (e.g. moldshalves) have to be fixed in pipe hole concerned firmly and tightened on the under surface of the 
intermediate bottom plate – be sure that the whole pipe hole is covered –

Please, read carefully the installation instructions for Ruffix-mold before 
installation!

It is important to be very accurate and careful in cutting the mold (moldhalves) to be 
suitable for pipe hole.



INSTALLATION
1. Before fixing the Ruffix-mold in place the mold has to be cut 

with the knife included in Ruffix-installation-case. The mold 
must be cut accurately for each pipe inlet hole on both sides of
the mold to ensure a good fit for the pipe size concerned. It is 
important to hold the knife firmly during cutting.                                 

2. Because of neighbouring pipes or the proximity of a wall or 
other obstacles it may be necessary to trim the sides and 
angles of the two mold halves in order to get the mold to fit 
tightly and firmly in place where it covers the pipe inlet hole 
castholding. This can also be done using the knife included in 
the installation case.

3. After cutting the mold to the correct size and shape the two 
halves of the mold need to be fastened around the pipe with the 
help of metallic attachment clamps. The attachment clamps 
also make the mold stronger and hold it in place during the 
installation of the tightening clamp.

4. The clamp band must be cut to the size of each pipe diameter 
accordingly to the table below, then set into the clamp press 
and  pressed into the mold (mold halves) clamp hole of each 
pipe diameter (so called front side = the big holes in under 
surface of the mold).  There are ledges in clamp holes which 
are mend to easy the installation and holding. With  clamp band 
and clamp press (by means of screw-driver) the mold shall be 
tightened fast in to the pipe. The “wall” next to clamp press shall 
be cut with cutting knife so that the clamp pressing succeeds 
easily (30-60 mm).

5. Please check after tightening the mold carefully that

       · mold is fastened in pipe firmly and tightened      
             · mold fits tight (castholding) on the under surface of the 
                  intermediate bottom plate

       · mold covers the pipe inlet hole of the intermediate bottom 

             · mold is unscathed and ready to start the inlet cast
6. Make the cast from upper side of intermediate bottom plate, let 

the cast concrete dry. Casting work shall be performed 
subjected to good building procedures (f.ex. not to use vibrator).

7. After the drying of the cast concrete the mold can be left in 
position or to be demounted, e.g. burnt off or alternatively it can 
be re-used in other similar floor inlets.

Measure table for clamp band:

pipe diameter / mm clamp band length / mm

50 260
60 260
75 340
85 340
110 470
120 470
125 470
160 600
200 730


